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68 dodge charger service manual transmission
(BMW even invented the dopey Sports Activity Vehicle descriptor for the X5.) Although the X5 first came only with a V-8, BMW added a six-cylinder version as an entry-level model in 2001; it used the same 3.0-liter mill that was in the contemporary 330i and 530i. MORE FROM QUESTIONSANSWERED.NET You can call the toll-free number by
clicking the Contact Us link on the Support page.Other Free ResourcesIf you aren’t having much luck locating your manual on Yamaha’s website, you can try other outlets, such as www.manualslib.com. AARON KILEY Ye Olde Surprise: Mercedes-Benz 300SL (1990–93) View Photos When we think about the modern Mercedes brand, “offers stick
shifts” isn’t really something that springs to mind. A key player in technological advances, Yamaha also offers the latest in synthesizers and music production tools along with audio and visual products for the home or larger, professional setups. The rise of these sliding-door wonders, of course, subsequently helped cement the image of the soccer
mom, and now it’s the minivan that’s hopelessly lame, with the latest generation of parents dropping them for trendy crossovers. These resources are also great for older products that may no longer be on Yamaha’s website. Featuring the same robust 3.0-liter inline-six engine available in the fourth-generation Toyota Supra from 1993 to 1998, the
SC300 was powerful and refined, and it was involving in a way that few Lexus vehicles have ever been. Mercedes redesigned its top-of-the-line SL roadster in 1989 for the 1990 model year, and the most attention—from shoppers and reviewers alike—went to the V-8–powered, automatic-only 500SL. Mercedes sold fewer than 200 three-pedal 300SLs
before the model was replaced by the automatic-only SL320 in 1994. Current Surprise: Mazda 5 View Photos We love that Mazda has the cojones to offer a stick in its six-passenger family hauler. AARON KILEY Ye Olde Surprise: Dodge Caravan Turbo (1989–90) View Photos In the late 1980s, before the SUV craze, minivans caught on with a
generation of parents who rebelled against buying “boring and hopelessly lame” station wagons like those in which they grew up. (Sensing a trend here?) Chrysler discontinued the turbo in 1991 when the lineup shifted focus to V-6 engines, but these vans still have a cult following. No SLs have offered a stick since.Current Surprise: Mercedes-Benz
C300 Sport View Photos There are actually two Benzes presently sold in the U.S. with manual transmissions. And fortunately for enthusiasts, the six-cylinder model was available with a five-speed stick. You know, performance cars. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email
addresses. At least the used X5s with the manual transmission are cheaper to buy than the more widely sought-after automatic cars, and rowing a stick in something as large and in charge as an X5 is a, uh, uniquely satisfying experience. Once you enter your information, click Search to locate your manual. Sadly, performance with this 2.5-liter engine
was still slow. This website offers a wide range of manuals sorted by category. Of course, slim sales convinced BMW that shoppers weren’t interested in stick-shift X5s, so when the second-generation X5 launched in 2006, the model went automatic only. Once the results appear, find your product and then click on the file on the right-hand side to
download and view your user manual.Yamaha Customer ServiceIf you’re unsure of your product name and number and cannot locate it within the category, it’s best to reach out to Yamaha’s customer service. To repeat: There are modern manual Buicks! (Of course, that’s because they’re rebadged Opel Insignias, manual versions of which aren’t
exactly rare.) AARON KILEY Ye Olde Surprise: BMW X5 (2001–06) View Photos When it launched in 2000, BMW’s X5 was one of the first SUVs that pitched itself as a sporty, high-performance product rather than a mud-plugging off-roader. Professional audio gear is also available from Yamaha including mixers, speakers, power amplifiers, processors
and more.Locating Free Yamaha Service ManualsYamaha service manuals are important to maintain and repair your device or instrument. (Perhaps the biggest surprise of them all, though, is that none of the firm’s hellacious AMG models comes with a manual. When BMW face-lifted the X5 in 2004, it upgraded the transmission to a slick six-speed
manual. The C300 sedan is the bigger surprise of the two; the other is the SLK300, but as a two-seat roadster, shouldn’t it come with a stick? But back when they were hot, Chrysler’s vans—the Dodge Caravan, the Plymouth Voyager, and the Chrysler Town & Country—were the most popular people movers of them all. But many manufacturers have
surprised us by offering row-your-own manual transmissions in stuff you wouldn’t expect, and for that they deserve special recognition. After all, manuals are way more fun and give the driver a greater sense of control. Within the music industry, Yamaha is a well-known and respected brand that offers instruments, electronics and accessories.Yamaha
HistoryWhat is currently known as the Yamaha Corporation began in 1887, originally as a piano and reed manufacturer. The brand still focuses on its quality musical instruments including pianos, brass and woodwind instruments, guitars, drums and much more. The corporation also implemented many teaching programs in the 1950s that are still
used today.Yamaha Products AvailableYamaha’s product range is extensive. AARON KILEY Ye Olde Surprise: Lexus SC300 (1992–97) View Photos The SC300 (along with its V-8–powered sibling, the SC400) was Lexus’s first foray into the grand tourer segment—the bummeriffic SC430 being another—and remains one of the company’s most
underappreciated models. If you have to drive a minivan, a Mazda 5 with a manual transmission is your best shot of convincing friends that you haven’t totally given up. For shame, Mercedes.) Like the 300SL of 20 years ago, the C300 has 228 hp and six cylinders, although the newer car has its pistons arranged in a vee. And manual-equipped cars
often provide better fuel economy than their automatic equivalents. Unless you’re really determined, you can’t eat a hamburger or text your mom while you drive one. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io Yamaha Corporation is a large company that offers a variety of musical products and services. Here
are some of our favorite shockers. But not many outside the enthusiast community know that a fraction of SC300s were sold with a five-speed manual, which upped the fun and cut the SC300’s 0-to-60-mph sprint down to 6.8 seconds from 7.2 with the four-speed automatic.Current Surprise: Buick Regal View Photos Buick’s European-bred family
sedan will offer a six-speed manual in the 220-hp turbo version coming this fall, and the 255-hp GS version launching in early 2011 should have one, too. Once you find your product, you can click on the link to download and print your manual. But there is a notable recent exception: the early-’90s 300SL. Most soccer moms, however, weren’t tooling
around in Dodge’s 150-hp turbocharged version, complete with script lettering on the side and the optional five-speed manual on the floor. Sales of the C300 with the manual have been weak; U.S.-market Benzes are likely to go all automatic, all the time, in the near future. Among cult members, one fan even muscled up his turbocharged kiddiemobile
and had it running impressive 12-second quarter-miles. Like the X5, the manual 300SL was not a sales success. The company has gone through major changes throughout its history but still serves its roots and main purpose of providing quality musical and technological products to its customers. Current Surprise: Porsche Cayenne View Photos
Porsche’s athletic SUV currently offers a six-speed manual only in the V-6 version, but who cares? That’s sort of understandable, given that the straight-six 300SL had just 228 hp on tap to the 500SL’s 322; a five-speed stick, however, helped make the most of the 300SL’s meager power. About the only thing slower were the Caravan Turbo’s sales
numbers. Plus, it’s weird, and that counts for something, right? It may be slower than V-8 versions, but the V-6 Cayenne handles as well as its more powerful stablemates, and the stick gives it a bit stronger connection to Porsche’s sports cars than just the crest on the hood. Another free source is www.manualsonline.com. To locate your manual, scroll
down to the Downloads section and click on “Manual Library.” Once here, you’ll notice that you can search by language, product category or model name or keyword. They also aid in proper usage of your product or answering common questions. To locate your free Yamaha repair manual, simply go to and choose “Support” from the drop-down
menu.The Support hub has a wealth of information. MORGAN SEGAL It’s a given that some vehicles are available with a stick shift: the Chevrolet Corvette, the Porsche Boxster, the BMW M3.
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